[Isolated systolic hypertension in the elderly].
This review article examines the essential literature concerning isolated systolic hypertension in the elderly (ISH). The prevalence of ISH rises curvilinearly with age from approximately 3% at 30 years of age to 25% at 80 years of age, and is more common in women. The pathophysiology of ISH is not yet completely investigated. It seems that the haemodynamics of ISH differ from those of essential hypertension by showing considerably decreased arterial compliance and lack of elevated peripheral resistance. Humoral changes seem very insufficiently investigated. Several studies have shown that ISH is difficult to diagnose because of a high prevalence of white coat hypertension, perhaps in the area of 40%. The treatment of ISH has formerly been debated. Recently published studies have shown beneficial effects of medical antihypertensive treatment in ISH. First choice drugs should be low-dose thiazides and beta-blockers.